GRADE 1

Fables and Stories

- Peter Rabbit’s Giant Storybook (World of Peter Rabbit and Friends), by Beatrix Potter (Warne, 2000) ISBN 0723245835
- Señor Cat's Romance and Other Favorite Stories from Latin America, retold by Lucia M. Gonzalez (Scholastic, 2001) ISBN0439278638
- The Classic Tales of Brer Rabbit, from stories collected by Joel Chandler Harris (Running Press Kids, 2008) ISBN 0762432196
- The Classic Treasury of Aesop’s Fables (Children’s Illustrated Classics), illustrated by Don Daily (Courage, 1999) ISBN0762404132
- The Hare and the Tortoise, by Helen Ward (Millbrook Press, 1999) ISBN 0761309888

The Human Body


Germs Make Me Sick!, by Melvin Berger (Scott Foresman, 1995) ISBN 0064451542

Healthy Eating (Science Everywhere!), by Helen Orme (New Forest Press, 2010) ISBN 1848982895


How Bodies Work (I Know That!), by Claire Llewellyn (Sea-to-Sea Publishing, 2007) ISBN 1597710237

How to Stay Healthy (I Know That!), by Claire Llewellyn (Sea-to-Sea Publishing, 2007) ISBN 1597710244

It's Catching: Colds, by Angela Royston (Heinemann, 2001) ISBN 1588102270


Oh, the Things You Can Do That Are Good For You! by Tish Rabe and illustrated by Aristides Ruiz (Random House, Inc., 2001) ISBN 0375810986

Showdown at the Food Pyramid, by Rex Barron (Penguin Young Readers Group, 2004) ISBN 0399237157


The Digestive System (Human Body Systems), by Helen Frost (Capstone Press, 2000) ISBN 0736806490


Tiny Life on Your Body, by Christine Taylor-Butler (Children's Press, 2006) ISBN 0516254804

Different Lands, Similar Stories

- Little Red-Cap, by Grimm Brothers (Minedition, 2006) ISBN 0698400535
Thumbelina, adapted by Brad Sneed (Dial Books for Young Readers, 2004) ISBN 0803728127
Yeh-Shen, by Ai-Ling Louie (Putnam Juvenile, 1996) ISBN 0698113886

Early World Civilizations
Ancient Mesopotamia (Let’s See Library), by Cynthia Klingel and Robert B. Noyed (Compass Point Books, 2002) ISBN 0756502942
Bill and Pete Go Down the Nile, by Tomie DePaola (The Putnam and Grosset Group, 1987) ISBN 0698114019
Celebrate Hanukkah With Light, Latkes and Dreidels, by Deborah Heiligman (National Geographic, 2006) ISBN 0792259254
Egypt (Civilizations Past to Present), by Kevin Supples (National Geographic School Publishing, 2002) ISBN 0792286871
Egyptian Gods and Goddesses (All Aboard Reading), by Henry Barker (Grosset and Dunlap, 1999) ISBN 0448420295
Egyptians (Beginners’ Social Studies), by Stephanie Turnbull (Usborne Books, 2007) ISBN 0794513441
Mummies in the Morning (Magic Tree House #3), by Mary Pope Osborne (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1993) ISBN 0679824244
Mummies Made in Egypt, by Aliki (Harper Trophy, 1985) ISBN 0064460118
My Muslim Faith, by Khadijah Knight (Cherrytree Books, 2006) ISBN 1842343912
My Muslim Year, by Cath Senker (Wayland, 2003) ISBN 0750240536
One World, Many Religions: The Ways We Worship, by Mary Pope Osborne (Knopf Books for Young Readers, 1996) ISBN 0679839305
Rivers and Lakes (The Land Around Us), by Mary Tull (National Geographic Society, 2004) ISBN 079224561X
Season of the Sandstorms (Magic Tree House, No. 34), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 2006) ISBN 0375830324
The 5000-Year-Old Puzzle: Solving a Mystery of Ancient Egypt, by Claudia Logan (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2002) ISBN 0374323356
The Miracles of Jesus, illustrated by Tomie de Paola (Penguin Group, 2008) ISBN 0142410684
The Nile River (Rookie Read-About Geography), by Allan Fowler (Children’s Press, 2000) ISBN 0516265598
The Parables of Jesus, illustrated by Tomie de Paola (Holiday House, Inc., 1995) ISBN 0823411962

Early American Civilizations
Maya (Civilizations Past to Present), by Kevin Supples (National Geographic School Publishing, 2002) ISBN 0792286928
Rain Player, by David Wisniewski (Sandpiper, 1995) ISBN 0395720834
• The Aztec (True Books: American Indians), by Andrew Santella (Children’s Press, 2003) ISBN 0516269739
• The Inca (True Books), by Stephanie Tukacs (Children’s Press, 2003) ISBN 0516227769
• The Maya (True Books), by Stephanie Tukacs (Children’s Press, 2004) ISBN 0516279076
• This Place Is High: The Andes Mountain of South America, by Vicki Cobb (Walker, 1993) 0802774067

**Mozart and Music**
• Buzz and Ollie’s High, Low Adventure, by Donna Sloan Thorne and Marilyn Sloan Felts (Sloan Publishing, 2002) ISBN 0972414703
• From Metal to Music, by Wendy Davis (Children’s Press, 1997) ISBN 0516260685
• Introducing Mozart, by Roland Vernon (Chelsea House, 2000) ISBN 0791060411
• Making Music, by Elaine Morris (National Geographic Society, 2003) ISBN 0792243633
• Max Found Two Sticks, by Brian Pinkney (Aladdin, 1997) ISBN 068981593X
• Moonlight on the Magic Flute (Magic Tree House, No. 41), by Mary Pope Osborne (Random House Books for Young Readers, 2009) ISBN 0375856464
• Mozart (Famous Children Series), by Ann Rachlin (Barron’s, 1992) ISBN 0812049896
• Mozart, by Wendy Lynch (Heinemann, 2000) ISBN 1575722194


Play, Mozart, Play!, by Peter Sis (Children’s Press, 2001) ISBN 0516271946


Woodwind (Musical Instruments), by Wendy Lynch (Heinemann, 2002) ISBN 1588102378 (This book is part of a series. You may wish to get the other books on keyboard, percussion, brass, and strings.)


Astronomy


If You Decide to Go to the Moon, by Faith McNulty and illustrated by Steven Kellogg (Scholastic Press, 2005) ISBN 0590483595

 Midnight on the Moon (Magic Tree House, No. 8), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1996) ISBN 0679863745

 My Book of Space, by Ian Graham (Kingfisher, 2001) ISBN 0753453991


 Stargazers, by Gail Gibbons (Holiday House, 1999) ISBN 0823415074


 The Sun, by Anita Garmon (National Geographic Society, 2002) ISBN 0792285093

 There’s No Place Like Space! All About Our Solar System, by Tish Rabe and illustrated by Aristides Ruiz (Random House Inc., 1999) ISBN 0679891153


 What the Moon is Like (Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out-Science, Stage 2), by Franklyn M. Branley and illustrated by True Kelley (HarperCollins, 2000) ISBN 0064451852

 Wynken, Blynken, and Nod, by Eugene W. Field and illustrated by Giselle Potter (Schwartz & Wade, 2008) ISBN 0375841962
The History of the Earth

- How to Dig a Hole to the Other Side of the Earth, by Faith McNulty (HarperCollins, 1992) ISBN 0874992338
- If You Find a Rock, by Peggy Christian (Sandpiper, 2008) ISBN 0152063544
- Mountains of Fire, by Lily Richardson (National Geographic Society, 2003) ISBN 0792242831
- Rocks in His Head, by Carol Otis Hurst and James Stevenson (HarperCollins, 2001) ISBN 0060294035
- Soil, by George Wong (National Geographic Society, 2001) ISBN 0792289611
- Sunset of the Sabertooth (Magic Tree House, No. 7), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1996) ISBN 0679863737

Volcanoes (Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out Science 2), by Franklyn M. Branley and Megan Lloyd (Collins, 2008) ISBN 0064451895

Volcanoes: Mountains That Blow Their Tops, by Nicholas Nirgiotis (Grosset and Dunlap, 1996) ISBN 0448411431

**Animals and Habitats**


Afternoon on the Amazon (Magic Tree House, No. 6), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1995) ISBN 0375823778


Buffalo Before Breakfast (Magic Tree House, No. 18), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House, 1999) ISBN 0679890645


Desert Giant: The World of the Saguaro Cactus (Tree Tales), by Barbara Bash (Sierra Club Books for Children, 2002) ISBN 1578050855

Dingoes at Dinnertime (Magic Tree House, No. 20), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 2000) ISBN 0679890661


Dolphins at Daybreak (Magic Tree House, No. 9), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1997) ISBN 0375806338X


Exploring Tide Pools, by Monica Halpern (National Geographic Society, 2002) ISBN 0792285131

Good Morning, Gorillas (Magic Tree House, No. 26), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 2002) ISBN 0375806148

Here Is the Arctic Winter (Web of Life), by Madeleine Dunphy (Web of Life Children’s Books, 2007) ISBN 0977753913


How to Hide an Octopus and Other Sea Creatures (All Aboard Book), by Ruth Heller (Grosset and Dunlap, 1992) ISBN 0448404788


Life in a Wetland (Living in a Biome), by Carol K. Lindeen (Capstone Press, 2006) ISBN 0736834052

Lions at Lunchtime (Magic Tree House, No. 11), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1998) ISBN 0679883401

Oil Spill! (Soar to Success), by Melvin Berger (Houghton Mifflin Company, 2006) ISBN 0395779138


Seven Continents, by Elaine Morris (National Geographic Society, 2003) ISBN 0792243684


The Arctic Habitat, by Mary Aloian and Bobbie Kalman (Crabtree Publishing Company, 0778729818


Tigers at Twilight (Magic Tree House, No. 19), by Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1999) ISBN 0679890653

What is a Carnivore?, by Bobbie Kalman (Crabtree Publishing Company, 2008) ISBN 9780778732945


**Fairy Tales**


Jack and the Beanstalk, retold by Carol Ottolenghi (School Specialty, 2003) ISBN 0769638163


Kate and the Beanstalk, by Mary Pope Osborne (Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 2000) ISBN 0689825507


Rumpelstiltskin, retold and illustrated by Paul O. Zelinsky (Puffin, 1996) ISBN 0140558640


Sleeping Beauty, retold and illustrated by Margaret Early (Harry N. Abram, Inc., 1993) ISBN 0810938359


The Frog Prince, retold by Kathy-Jo Wargin (Ann Arbor Media, 2007) ISBN 1587262797

The Princess and the Pea, adapted by Janet Stevens (Holiday House, 1982) ISBN 9780823407538

The Birth of Our Nation

A Picture Book of Benjamin Franklin, by David A. Adler (Holiday House, 1991) ISBN 0823408825
A Picture Book of Paul Revere, by David A. Adler (Holiday House, 1997) ISBN 0823412946
Now and Ben: The Modern Inventions of Benjamin Franklin, by Gene Barretta (Square Fish, 2008) ISBN 0312535694
Revolutionary War on Wednesday (Magic Tree House #22), by Mary Pope Osborne (Random House Books for Young Readers, 2000) ISBN 0679890683
Saving the Liberty Bell, by Megan McDonald (Atheneum/Richard Jackson Books, 2005) ISBN 0689851677
The 4th of July Story, by Alice Dalgliesh (Aladdin, 1995) ISBN 0689718764
The Bald Eagle (Symbols of Freedom), by Tristan Boyer Binns (Heinemann, 2001) ISBN 1588104028
Frontier Explorers

- A Picture Book of Davy Crockett, by David A. Adler and illustrated by John and Alexandra Wallner (Holiday House, 1996) ISBN 0823412121
- Ghost Town at Sundown (Magic Tree House, #10), by Mary Pope Osborne (Random House Books for Young Readers, 1997) ISBN 0679883398